Welcome to the University of Toronto Dentistry Library’s video on Exploring the Starting Points Box on our website. Let’s start at dentistry.library.utoronto.ca

This is a reminder that our website does not display well in IE. Please use another browser such Chrome, FireFox or Safari.

This starting points box is located on the right hand side of the main page. The first two links are Current Dental Journals and Dentistry E-Books. These are the two most popular links on our website.

Current Dental Journals list all of the dental journals in our library collection in print and electronically. Organized Alphabetically by title, you can use the Navigation links below to jump to the section you want or go to the next section M to Z.

Under Holdings
Print
• Means that we only have print copies the most current print copies are found in the Current Journal Area in the main study room
• For older issues, we package them up as books – Bound Periodicals and these might be available on site or they can be requested from our storage facility DOWNSVIEW In the catalog
• When in doubt, ask Library Staff.

eJournal
• Link provides access through Library Catalogue

We do our best to keep it up-to-date, If you can’t find the journal on this webpage or the link is broken – don’t give up.
• Be sure to search the catalogue.
• Also remember this will list Dentistry specific journals. It doesn’t cover interdisciplinary or medical journals.

RSS Feed – receive updates when new content is added
The Dentistry eBooks page is an alphabetical list of dental topics which are hyperlinked to the catalogue records tagged with those topics.

List of E-Books Publishers
Above the alphabetical list there are publisher links. The reason we provide both options is that whenever new eBooks come out, a record has to be created so it can show up in the library catalogue. If you want to see the latest books on a topic, use the publisher list to search by date to see what is the most recent publication.

E-Books by Subject
Click on the subject to view E-Books tagged with the subject area. We provide the call numbers for each subject so you can browse the books in our stacks (book shelving) in the Library. (see yellow highlight)

The other links in the Starting Points Box are a collection of Research Guides created by several staff members over the years.

These are collection of useful resources specific to a dental topic, such as statistics or EBD practice.

Thank you for watching our video on the Starting Points Box on our website.